
Minutes of the Rodmell Good Neighbour Scheme Annual General Meeting held 12th October 
2021 at Rodmell Village Hall


Present: Judith Bradbury (Chair), Clare Gillies, Carolyn Orchard, Debbie Cox, Catriona Grant, Tim 
Rabjohns, Caroline Archer and Sandra Webb.


1. Judith welcomed everyone to the AGM. It was good to meet up in person again without the 
restrictions that were in place at last year’s meeting.


2. No apologies received.


3. The minutes of the AGM held 20th October 2020 were approved.


4. Judith gave the Chairman’s Review of the Year 2020-2021. Attached.


5. Clare gave the Presentation of the Annual Accounts for year ending 31/07/2021


      Balance brought forward  £1240.25

      Income                                           0

      Expenditure                         £202.72

      balance carried forward    £1037.53

 

      Internal auditor Fiona Roberts signed these figures off.


6.   Election of the Organising Committee for 2021/22


      Chair  Caroline Archer and Tim Rabjohns to share this role.

      Vice Chair Clare Gillies to continue

      Treasurer Sandra Webb

      Minutes Secretary Debbie Cox

      Membership Secretary Carolyn Orchard to continue

      Publicity Officer Caroline Archer to continue


      Judith expressed her gratitude to Caroline and Tim for taking over role of Chair.


7.   Appointment of an Internal Auditor for 2021/22


      Fiona Roberts has agreed to fulfil this role for further year. This is appreciated in view of a        

      change in Treasurer this year.


8.   To review and update RGNS Bank Mandate signatories.

     

      Following changes to the committee and committee member roles:

      It was RESOLVED that the authorised Signatories for the bank account Rodmell     

      Good Neighbour Scheme ( as set out section 1.3 of the Nat West Mandate) be changed to 

      reflect these amendments.


      The change of postal address will also be amended.


     

9.   Communication of requests to volunteers via the “Everyone” Whats App Group


      At the launch of RGNS, volunteers were asked to sign up to specific categories that they felt

      confident in helping with. Eg Lifts, Collecting things, mainly prescriptions and small household  

      tasks etc.


      Requests were sent out via email and the specific Whats App category. When the pandemic  

      struck, half of the volunteers were precluded from helping, due to age and vulnerabilities. A  

      good number of villagers were able and willing to volunteer and so the Everyone Whats App 

      group was created. This has been very successful. It was proposed and agreed to supersede 




      the separate categories with the Everyone What’s App so that all requests go through this

      medium.


      Judith will edit the ‘phone and paper records to reflect this, when she is next on the ‘phone 

      rota.


      With regard to Lifts, Volunteers should be reminded if they are giving lifts to inform their Car 

      Insurers that they are providing lifts on a voluntary basis. There is a template available to 

      assist with this. Car Insurers do not charge for this addition to your insurance.


      To recap, it is important when taking responsibility for co-ordinating requests, that even when 

      requests are made and fulfilled on the Everyone Whats App without being involved, that it is 

      still recorded in order to be able to identify help given by RGNS but also to provide evidence 

      when applying for financial support/grants.


10. Volunteers database/DBS checks


      There are three historic Third Anniversary checks that required addressing. Judith reported 

      she has been able to now successfully complete two of these and they are now enrolled on 

      the auto renewal system. One historic case remains outstanding.


      There is also, due to the pandemic, a backlog of 16 new volunteers who need to be DBS 

      checked and this Judith has started to address. Two have been successfully concluded, 

      others are in process. Debbie is now registered with the ESCC umbrella to assist Judith and 

      they plan to do at least one volunteer enrolment together as a training exercise for Debbie.

	 

      It costs £9 + Vat for each new DBS check. ESCC bill RGNS when the cumulative bill exceeds

      £50

	 

      2022 will be a big year for third anniversary checks, there will be 20 volunteer records up for 

      renewal. All are however enrolled on the auto renewal service and so the task should not be 

      too onerous. Judith will take it forward next year.


11. Update re annual insurance


      it was agreed to go with the quote of £115.36 with Markel as it was the same price as last 

      year. 	 	       

      It’s due 24.10.21.


      A formal welcome to Tim Rabjohns was given.


      Formal thanks were also given to Judith for all her time, effort, commitment and vision in

      starting up and overseeing the RGNS. 

      It has proved to be an extremely successful and adaptable service that was robust and mature

      enough to take on the challenge of the pandemic.



